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Thank you for purchasing Takara Belmont product.

The instructions contained in this 
booklet should be thoroughly read and 
understood before use. 

This product is an industrial shampoo unit designed 
for barbers and hair salons. Only use this product for 
its intended purpose and do not use it for 
non-hairdressing work. 

Keep this manual and refer back to it  when 

required. 

Shampoo Chair MIRAKU　
Product Code　●　Shampoo Chair

Operating Manual

Ver.2

（Image is of SC-S81LM Legrest Type）

[Long Legrest Type]
SC-S81XL SC-S81XM SC-S81XH
[Legrest Type]
SC-S81LL SC-S81LM SC-S81LH
[Step Type]
SC-S81SL SC-S81SM SC-S81SH



Warning

Caution

Safety Precautions（Must be followed）

Common danger, warning, and caution notifications

Common prohibited actions

Guidance or instruction regarding common user actions

Remove power plug from the power outlet

Always connect a ground cable

Prohibited disassembly or repairs/modifications

If this symbol is ignored and the product is used, “there is 

a risk of light or moderate injury or physical damage”.

If this symbol is ignored and the product is used,”there is 

a risk of death or serious injury to the user”. 

■Precautions listed here

■Before using this product

The precautions listed here are to ensure that this product can be used safely, and to prevent 

any danger or risk to the person using this product or those around them. These precautions are 

important for ensuring safety. Adhere to these precations at all times. Takara Belmont is not 

responsible for any damage or risk to the person using this product or those around them due to 

accidents if this product is used without adhering to the “Safety Precautions” and “Precautions for 

Use”. In this case,the person failing to adhere to these precautions will be responsible for any 

damage or risk incurred.Detailed descriptions of symbols are provided below. 

Read and understand these symbols thoroughly before reading this manual.  

The “Safety Precautions” and “Precautions for Use” contained in this manual should be 

thoroughly read and understood before use. 
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Warning
Ground items properly. Adhere to the following when handling power plugs.

Remove the plug if the product wil l  not be used
                          for a long period of time.

Adhere to the following when raising/lowering the legrest.Adhere to the following when raising/lowering the chair.

Be careful where to hold the chair when carrying it. Disassembly and repairs/modifications are prohibited.

Failure to follow this instructions may cause electric shock if there is a 

malfunction or ground leakage. Contact a professional for grounding.

When raising/lowering the chair, ensure that there are 

no people around the chair or the step. The chair is

very heavy and a great force is applied to the base part.

If pinched in between, a serious injury will be caused.  

Hold the chair at the base when carrying it. 

If the chair is carried with holding the upper 

part of the chair, the base may drop off, 

leading to a serious injury.

●Ensure that this product is the only appliance

  connected to the outlet. 

●Insert the plug into the outlet all the way to

  the base.

Remove the power plug if the product will not be used for a 

long period of time, such as after work or when the shop

is closed. Dust and moisture may cause faulty insulation,

leading to a ground leakage fire. 

When raising/lowering the legrest, ensure that there is 

enough space between customer’s leg and any objects in 

front of it before operation. Failure to follow this 

instruction may cause a serious injury.

Disassembly, repairs and modifications must not be conducted 

by people other than qualified repair technicians. Failure to 

follow this instruction may cause electric shock, fire or 

abnormal operation,leading to injury.
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Always remove the plug during maintenance.
Always remove plug from outlet before maintenance. 
Do not handle the plug with wet hands.Failure
to follow this instruction may cause electric
shock or burns.

Stop using if the chair does not move or feels 
                     something is abnormal.

Stop using this product and contact your 
nearest dealer or Takara Belmont if the 
chair does not move or there is something
abnormal. 

Always turn OFF the power after use.
                

Turn the power off when the product 

is not in use to prevent accidents.

Periodically remove dust from the power plug.
Periodically remove any dust or 
dirt from the plug and outlet.
Moisture may lead to faulty 
insulation, and cause a fire.

Adhere to the followings when handling power cables.

●When removing the power plug, hold the plug at the head
  and do not pull the cable. Failure to follow this 
  instruction may cause electric shock or short circuit.
●Do not use power cables or plugs if they are damaged, 
  or if the connection with the outlet is loose.Failure 
  to follow this instruction may cause electric shock or fire.

Ground



Due to the mechanism of the chair, there is a gap around the movable parts. Touching
metallic parts of the inner part of the chair from this gap may result in cutting hands or
fingers or pinching injury while operation, leading to serious injury. Especially, hands and
fingers of small children may easily be trapped by the gap, and will be more likely to cause
a serious injury. 
We shall ask salon workers and parents to pay maximum attention to avoid such danger.

A serious injury may happen in the following cases. 

Pinched by the movable part.

Customer or equipment may fall.Pinched by the movable part.
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Warning

Caution

Do not use the auto return function for
  elderly customers or children.

Take care so that customers and other people do not touch the switches.
●Take care that no one will carelessly operate the chair.

●Unplug the chair when the chair is not in use, in order to prevent accidental operation. 

Do not apply load with the legrest raised.

Do not get on or apply load to the legrest when it is in the raised
position. Failure to follow this instruction may cause the chair to
fall over, leading to injury, or damage the chair. 

Pay utmost care of customers’s hands and arms. 
It would lead to big injury if customer’s hands, arms, and 
fingers get caught in the gaps of the chair.

Using auto return function for elderly customers or
children may injure them by giving improper posture 
or body pressure. Always use manual switches for 
elderly customers or children.  If you notice anything 
unusual, stop the operation immediately, especially if 
elderly customers or small children are seated in the 
seat, as the change in posture caused by the Auto 
Mode  operation may cause unexpected strain.

Install the chair to a stable surface. Get on/off the chair always with the 
         seat at its lowest position. 

Install the chair on a flat, 

firm floor. 

Failure to follow this instruction

may cause the chair to fall over.

Always get on/off the seat when

the seat is at its lowest position. 

Getting on/off the seat when it is

raised may cause the chair to fall

over, leading to injury.  
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Do not allow more than one person to
sit in the chair.

The seat must not be seated by two or more people at
the same time. The maximum load of this chair is 135kg
or less. Using the chair in an unstable condition or with 
a load exceeding its limit may cause malfunctions or 
damage, leading to injury.

Be careful not to touch the switches 
during shampooing.

Take care not to accidentally operate the foot switch or manual
switch, or trip over the foot switch or base part during shampooing
a customer. Failure to follow this instruction may cause the unit to
operate suddenly, leading to injury.

Be careful of the chair step when getting on/off the chair.
For a chair with step, do not step on the tip or the side
of the step, which can cause the chair to tilt. Failure to
follow this instruction may cause the customer to lose
their balance and fall over. 

Be careful of the fall-prevention bar when 

getting on/off the chair.

Be careful not to trip over the fall-prevention bar when
getting on/off the chair. 

Do not climb on the backrest when it is reclined. 
Do not climb on or apply excessive force to the 
backrest when it is reclined. Failure to follow this 
instruction may damage the product or cause it to
fall over.

Do not insert hands and fingers in the
       gaps of the chair as shown below. 

●Gap between backrest frame
   and armrest movable part.

●Gap between seat and base

   part.

●Gap of legrest upper part.

●Gap between legrest 

   and side part of seat.
 



Precautions for Use

● For using this product safely, make sure to perform the “Procedures for Dainly Inspections”
    (page 20) of this manual. 

People only allowed to sit in the chair.

Allow only people to sit in the chair.
Placing any other heavy objects on 
the seat may cause deformation and
damage, leading to injury.
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The manual switch and adjuster cover is chrome plated as a design.

It is likely to peel off by scratches. Take care not to injure your 

hands and foot with the peeled part when operating or cleaning 

the chair. Also, replace the parts when it becomes peeled off. 

Be careful of the chrome plated 

parts when it becomes peeled off.

Adjuster coverManual switch

Chome platedDo not use with a cover broken.

             Replace any covers if it breaks. Continuing to use

             the chair with a broken cover may cause malfunction

             or an accident.

Do not subject the unit to shocks.

Failure to follow this instruction may cause damge,
leading to injury.

Do not use outdoors.

This product is designed for indoor use. Do not install

this product outdoors or within a vehicle. Be sure to

only use this product inside a barber or hair salon.

Failure to follow this instruction may cause 

malfunctions or damage to the product. 

Always support customer’s head with your

hand when reclining/raising the backrest.

Failure to follow this instructions
may cause customer’s head to
hit the basin. 

Do not force the seat, backrest,

or legrest up. 
Failure to follow this instructions may cause incorrect
operation or malfunctions.

Always keep the floor dry.
If the floor gets wet after shampooing, immediately 
wipe it dry. Failure to follow this instructions may
damage the floor or cause degradation and malfunction
to the base or foot switch of the product. 

Immediately wipe off any chemicals 

adhere to the product. 
If chemicals such as hair dyes adhere to the product,
wipe them off immediately. Failure to follow this 
instruction may cause discoloration, deterioration, or
deformation. Also, immediately wipe off any chemicals 
spilled on the floor.

After use, completely wipe off any

water on the product. 

Leaving the product wet may cause damage, and
make dirt difficult to remove. 

Do not wipe the product with chemicals 

or apply heat.
Failure to follow this instruction may cause deformation
or discoloration. If chemicals adhere to the product,
wipe them off immediately.  

Always operate the power switch with your hand only.

Failure to follow this instructions may damage the
product. 

Pay attention when customer is 

getting on/off the chair.

Guide customers so they will not fall over. 

Avoid direct sunlight or heat from stove.

Failure to follow this instructions may cause 
discoloration or degradation to the leather. 

Chrome plated
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This product is a chair designed for using with a shampoo basin used in hairdressing salons for
performing side shampooing. Using this product properly with a shampoo basin enables to perform
shampooing safely and comfortably. 
When using this product, thoroughly read this manual and operating manual of a shampoo basin
to be used together with this product, and use them safely. 

Precautions for Handling Synthetic Leather

Before Using this Product

Position of Warning Labels

●Stains caused by clothing dyes.
The synthetic leather of this product may become stained by direct contact with clothes or belts. If it became stained, 

wipe clean as quickly as possible with a 10% detergent solution diluted using water to prevent permanent staining. 

●Take care of deformation or stains due to direct contact.
・Direct contact with other objects such as plastic products, painted items, solvents or adhesive tape may cause 

  changes to the surface luster, cracking, deformation, or peeling. 

・Direct contact with newspapers or printed paper may cause stains. 

・Direct contact with items of clothing such as printed images of t-shirts or jeans may cause discoloration of the

  synthetic leather of this product. 

・Direct contact with solvents such as benzene, nail polish remover, alcohol, oil (including beauty treatment oils)

  may cause discoloration, melting of the surface, elution of the plasticizing agent, changes to surface luster, 

  hardening/softening or peeling. 

・Using bleach or bleached sheets may cause changes to surface luster or discoloration. 

・Installing this product next to sources of excess heat such as irons or heaters may cause deformation or discoloration. 

・Protect this product from direct sunlight by installing curtains. Failure to follow this instruction may cause changes,

  shrinking, discoloration, or fading of the leather surface. 

・Placing heavy objects for a long period of time may leave an imprint or wrinkles on the synthetic leather that cannot 

  be removed. 
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Seat

Name of Parts

Main body

Armrest Switch Foot Switch

Armrest

Leg rest

Auto switchManual switch

Manual switch

（Chrome plated part）

Adjuster cover
(chrome plated)

Power switch

Chair base

Chair upper

Backrest

Foot switch
（Auto switch）

Power cord

Power plug

Backrest

Fall-prevention bar

（Picture is SC-S81LM Legrest Type）

Adjuster cover
(black)

（Picture is SC-S81SM Step Type）

Manual 
switch rubber cover

Manual 
switch cover

Armrest switch

Base cover

UP
Switch

DOWN
Switch

Backrest frame

オートリタ
ーン▲

Step adjuster



N
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t
e

●The above measurements are actual measured value. Including dimensional tolerance of basin and
  chair upholstery, the actual value may slightly differ from the above from product to product. 

●After installing the basin, install the chair according to the measurements of (a) and (b).

●If the correlation of basin and chair is inappropriate, excessive load may be applied to 
  customer’s   hip or back which may make them feel uncomfortable. Especially, when the gap between
  backrest and neck part of the basin is too narrow, customer’s shoulder may touch the basin or 
  customer’s back may become painful, so make sure to have an appropriate gap. 

●Always have the chair carried by two people or more. Carry the chair by holding it at the bottom 

  of the base. Do not tilt, drag, or push the chair. Failure to follow this instruction may damage 

  the floor surface, deform and break the chair adjuster, leading to malfunction, product breakage,

  or falling over injury. Also, carrying the chair by holding the armrest or backrest may cause

  product malfunction or breakage. Please ensure to always carry the chair by holding it at the bottom

  of the base. 

Installation1

Preparation

Install the chair as per below correlation diagram.
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Name of basin
(ａ)

From top of backrest
-Front end of basin

(ｂ)
Height difference of backrest 
- neck (without neck cushion)

(ｃ)
From center of back side adjuster 

- Front end of the base

① MINON
(※In the case of 
wall mount type)

　　　　　　20
(※From top of backrest 
to front end of neck core : 50
⇒Guide：Space that a 
 showerhead can be inserted)

0
（※Adjuster height 

needs to be adjusted)
435

② MAJOLICA 50
30

（※Adjuster height
needs to be adjusted)

695
(※From center of back side adjuster

- wall)

③
SHAMPOO STATION

50
30

（※Adjuster height 
needs to be adjusted)

295

 

④
AQUAVIBRO

803N
50

30
（※Adjuster height 

needs to be adjusted)

400
(※From center of back side adjuster 

- Center of front adjuster)

(ａ)

(ｂ)

(ｃ)

(ｂ)

(ａ)

(ｃ)

(ｃ)

(ａ)

(ｂ)

(ａ)

(ｂ)

(ｃ)

④AQUAVIBRO 803N

②MAJOLICA

③SHAMPOO STATION

①MINON

(Unit：mm)
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Height of the Adjuster3

Adjusting the Adjuster2
After installation, if the chair may rattle due to floor, adjust the adjuster so to make the chair 
stable and horizontal to floor. 

Turn the adjuster cover to the loosen direction 

(as per the picture at the right).

Tilt up the chair base, turn and adjust

the adjuster and make it stable to the

floor. 

1
2

Do not tilt the chair too much as it may cause 
deformation or breakage to the adjuster or adjuster
cover. Also, tilting the chair by holding it at the 
armrest or backrest will cause product malfunction or 
breakage. Always tilt the chair by holding it at the 
bottom of the base. 

C
a
u
t
i
o
n

Always check and make sure that the chair does not rattle after moving it for 
maintenance or cleaning the salon. 
When adjusting the height of the chair, adjust the adjuster after loosening the adjuster
cover. With the adjuster cover in the tightened state, adjuster cannot be properly
adjusted. 

C
a
u
t
i
o
n

3 After adjusting is finished, turn the adjuster

cover to the tighten direction (as per the above picture) 

and fix it tightly.  
　※Make sure that the 2nd and 3rd adjusters are also fixed tightly. 

1.Loosen

2.Extend
　(Raise)

2.Shorten
　(Lowers)

3.Tighten

(Picture is of SC-S81LM Legrest Type)

750～770

765～785

780～800

34～54

49～69

64～84

Basin neck height

[Low]SC-S81XL,SC-S81LL,SC-S81SL

[Medium]SC-S81XM,SC-S81LM,SC-S81SM

[High]SC-S81XH,SC-S81XM,SC-S81SH

X distance
(from bottom of base to floor)

Adjuster cover

Adjuster

X

（Unit：ｍｍ）

Product Code



Attaching the Step Adjuster of the Step Type4

◎The above ※value is just for reference. Please adjust the adjuster so the distance from 
  floor to base of adjuster would be 6㎜～10mm.

（Note）In the case of 770mm neck height, remove the nut and tighten the adjuster to use. 

※
9
5

Adjuster holder（47L）

Adjuster（38L）

Adjuster holder（77L）

Adjuster（56L）

A Parts B Parts

750mm 760mm 775mm770mm 780mm 790mm 800mm

※
8
0 ※

9
0

※
1
0
0

※
1
1
0

※
1
2
0

Attach the step adjuster as per the above illustration.
The parts to use and the attachment distance should be referred to the below. 

(Product Code of the Step Type：SC-S81SL、SC-S81SM、SC-S81SH)

Basin neck
height

Fr
om
 f
lo
6r
 t
o 
ba
se
 o
f 

ad
ju
st
er
 6
㎜
～
10
mm

Basin neck height
　750mm～760mm

Basin neck height
　770mm～800mm
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Adjuster holder

Adjuster

Nut

For Step type, each 2 kinds of adjuster and adjuster holder are supplied with the product. Keep and
store the ones not in use for future use when changing the height of the product. 

※
7
0
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t
i
o
n

●Ensure that this product is the only appliance connected to  the 
   outlet. 
●Insert the power plug into an outlet all the way to the base. When
   unplugging, hold the plug at its head and do not pull it at the cord.  
●Electric works should be done by a professional. 

●Always turn the power OFF when the product is not in use. 
●Unplug the unit when it is not going to be used for a long time, such 
   as when the shop is closed. Dust and moisture may cause faulty
   insulation, leading to a ground leakage fire. 
●Always operate the  power switch with your hands only.

Ground items properly. Failure to follow this instruction may cause
electric shock if there is a malfunction or ground leakage.

W
a
r
n
i
n
g

Enlarged view

Power5

2.Turn ON/OFF the power switch.

1.Insert the power plug into
   an outlet.

Power switch  The power switch is located at the left

 side of the base. The power turns ON if 

 the right side (l mark) is pushed, and 

 turns OFF if the left side (○ mark) is
  pushed.

■

Do not turn the power switch ON while pressing the foot switch or manual switch. 
Turning the power ON while pressing foot switch or manual switch will reset the 
setting positions.

C
a
u
t
i
o
n

12

Power plug
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Cancellation function
To stop the chair movement while the chair is moving in the automatic mode

(auto set / auto return), press either the auto or the manual switch once. 

This will immediately stop the chair movement. Pressing the switch again

will regain the chair movement. 

How to Use

Guiding Customers1

Setting to Shampooing Position2

One press of the auto switch will automatically bring the chair

to the preset shampooing position. 

 (The backrest reclines while the seat raises. 

  Simultaneously,the legrest rises.) 

1.Recline the chair. 

Check and ensure that the seat is at its

lowest postion. 
(Refer to page. 15, Return to the initial position)

Guide the customer to sit.

For small customers, it would be easier to set to

appropriate shampooing position, if customers 

would sit fully back in the seat. 

Auto switch

Just one press

will operate 

the chair. 

Auto set function⇒One press of the switch automatically brings the

                   chair to the preset shampooing position. 

※

　※Legrest does not move and stays fixed for

   step type(SC-S81SL、SC-S81SM、SC-S81SH).

The chair moves to the preset shampooing position automatically.
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Press the DOWN switch of the 

manual  switch.  (The chair  moves

whi le the switch is pressed. )

When the customer’s neck comes

to a suitab le posit ion to the basin ,

re lease the switch to 

stop the chair  movement .

Press the UP switch of the manual

switch.  (The chair  moves whi le

the switch is pressed. )

When the customer’s neck comes

to a suitab le posit ion to the basin ,

re lease the switch to stop

the chair  movement .  

Setting to Shampooing Position Continuation from the previous page

How to adjust the preset shampooing position

The standard preset shampooing position available with

auto switch is already set at factory. However, you can 

change this position according to your needs.

Keep pressing till 
a beep sound is 
heard. 

Raise the seat to bring the backrest closer to the basin.

Lower the seat to bring the backrest farther from the basin.

１　Use the manual switch and move the chair to your desired
    preset shampooing position.

２　Turn OFF the power switch.

３　While pressing down the auto switch, turn the power ON.

４　Keep pressing the auto switch till you hear
    a beep sound.Setting is completed. 

５　Use the auto switch to confirm that the 
    preset position is set at your desired
    position.

2.Manually adjust the shampooing position. 
Minor adjustment of the shampooing position can be done by the armrest manual switch.

  Manual switch

  Manual switch

1

2

*Based on each usage environment, the set
 position and actual position may slightly
 differ. 

UPswitch

OFF2

UP

DOWN

1

ON 

3

3

DOWN switch
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●Take care of the surroundings before operating the chair. Make sure that no 
    one is near the chair. Getting pinched by the moving chair will lead to injury.
●This chair has a leg rest that moves along with the backrest movement. When
   moving the backrest, take care of customer’s legs and surrounding equipment.
●Do not use the auto return function for elderly customers and children. Using 
   this function for elderly customers and children may injure them by giving
   improper posture or body pressure. Please always use the manual switch to 
   return the chair back to the initial position. 
●Take care of customer’s arms and hands when moving the backrest. Make 
   sure not to pinch them between the backrest and the armrest.   

Return to the Initial Position (Using the auto return function)3
Pressing up the auto switch will automatically bring the
chair back to the initial position. 
 (The backrest raises while the seat
     lowers. Simultaneously, 
    the leg rest lowers.)
  

Auto switch

Cancellation function
To stop the chair movement while the chair is moving in the automatic mode (auto set / 
auto return), press either the auto or manual switch once. 
This will immediately stop the chair movement. 
Pressing the switch again will regain the chair movement. 

Auto return function⇒Pressing up the auto switch once will automatically bring 
                                 the chair back to the initial position. 

 ※Leg rest does not move and stays 
     fixed for the step type (SC-S81SL,
     SC-S81SM, SC-S81SH).

 

※

Warning
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●To ensure long and safe use of this product, perform daily inspections following the 
   “Procedures for Daily Inspections” in page 19. of this manual. 

Maintenance

Before Requesting Repairs

Daily Inspections

Resin cover parts (except plating parts)
Wipe with a soft, damp cloth.

If extremely dirty;If extremely dirty;

Wipe with a detergent solution diluted using water

Control switch/Metal parts/Resin cover(plating parts)
Lightly wipe with a soft, dry cloth.

When moisture adheres, wipe it off immediately.

Failure to follow this will cause rust or 

malfunction to the electric parts.

Note

Never use the followings;
● Volatile chemicals such as thinner, 
   alcohol, gasoline, or kerosene.
● Wax with scourer, a spong with scourer,
   detergents that include organic solvents,
   acidic, alkaline, or chlorine-based 
   detergents,or scouring pads.

Lightly wipe with a soft, dry cloth.

Synthetic leather parts

Wipe with a detergent solution diluted using water.

Always perform daily inspections following the procedures in “Procedures for Daily Inspections”. 
Continuing to use this product without performing daily inspections may cause malfunctions or accidents.  

■ Is the power ON? ■Turn ON the power (see page.10)

■ Is the fuse or circuit breaker of the shop
blown or tripped?

■Replace the fuse or turn ON the circuit breaker. 

■ Has the product been used continuously
or for long period?

■This is due to the overheat protection system activated.
Leaving the product still for 10 min. will regain its normal 
operation. 

■ Chair is not moving. ■ Is the plug inserted properly? ■Insert the plug into an outlet (see page. 10)

Symptom Check points Solution

● If the product does not still operate properly after checking and reparing the above points, stop using
    the product immediately and contact your nearest dealer or Takara Belmont. 

● To request after-sales services, contact your nearest dealer or Takara Belmont. 

Overheat protection system

This is a protective circuit that stops the motor if the
product has been used continuously, to prevent overheating
of the internal mechanisms. This product may be temporarily 
unresponsive when the overheat protection system has been activated.

■ Abnormal sound appears at
    the start of the day. 

■ This is caused by the grease inside the product cooling down over the 
     night, and is not a mechanical fault. The sound will disappear after a while. 

This is not a malfunction of the product.



Specification
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Product Code SC-S81

Rated Voltage

Rated Frequency

Rated Current

Net Weight

Drive Method

Seat Stroke

Reclining Angle

Leg rest Angle

Usage Environment

Maximum Withstand Load

90kg

Electro hydraulic

215mm

 12°～ 68°

 28°～ 84°

135kg

AC 230V

50/60Hz

2.0/1.9A

Operating temperature 10 ～ 40℃

Operating humidity 95％ or less

（ensure no condensation）

【SC-S81SL Step Type】
700

510

480

44
0

( )420

86
5

68°

48
5

5°

21
0

74
0

67
5

1110

12°

970

【SC-S81LL Legrest Type】
700

510

480

44
0

( )420

86
5

68°

48
5

5°

21
0

74
0

67
5

1200

12°

775

28°

【SC-S81XL Long Legrest Type】
※1～4 measurements will vary depending on
   the type of adjuster to be used. 

700

510

480

44
0

( )420

86
5

68°

48
5

5°

21
0

74
0

67
5

1295

12°

※
1

※
3

※
4

※
2

775

28°

100

※
1

※
3

※
4

※
2

※
1

※
3 ※
4

※
2

※1～4 measurements will vary depending on 
   the type of adjuster to be used. 

※1～4 measurements will vary depending on 
  the type of adjuster to be used. 

AC 220V

50/60Hz

1.7/1.8A

AC 240V

50/60Hz

2.1/1.9A
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● “Consumable Supplies” refer to parts that are expected to damage due to wear, degradation, 
     changes in external appearance. Please note that repair and replacement of these parts are not 
     covered by warranty, and will be charged accordingly. (*The level and period of wear, degradation,
     or damage may differ depending on each usage environment.). 
     Please contact your nearest dealer or Takara Belmont for any damaged parts. 

External scratches or dirt, degradation, or fading of the following external parts are not covered
by warranty. 
・Upholstered parts (leather, cushion, thread, etc.)   ・Foot switch  ・Manual switch rubber cover
・Manual switch（chrome plated part）　・Adjuster　 ・Adjuster cover　・Pump cover
・Manual switch cover

When disposing this product or replaced parts, follow the laws and the regulations of your region and dispose 
them appropriately. 

Standard Period of Use

Consumable Supplies

Disposing of this Product

● The standard period of use of this product is 7 years.
● The standard period of use is “a guide for the standard period that this product can be used 
    properly from a safety perspective, when conducting appropriate maintenance and inspections 
    (including replacement of parts) for the standard usage conditions for each product. 
    This is not the same as warranty period. 
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Memo
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□Has no air entered into 
the hydraulic system?(If 
holding the chair by the 
armrest or backrest when 
carrying may cause air to 
enter the system).

□Check that the chair will not sink when 
a load is applied to the seat at its 
lowest position. 

□Customers may not be able to get in/out of the 
chair safely. Contact your nearest dealer or Takara 

Belmont.

□Is the step adjuster 
screw not rusted?

□Visually check that the step adjuster 
screw is not rusted. 

□Rusted step adjuster screw may cause product 
breakage or falling accidents. Stop using the product 

and contact your nearest dealer or Takara Belmont.  

□Is the step adjuster screw 
not bent?

□Visuallly check that the step adjuster 
screw is not bent.

□Bent step adjuster screw may cause product 
beakage or falling accidents. Stop using the 
product and contact your nearest dealer or Takara 

□Is the adjuster screw 
not rusted?

□Visually check that the adjuster screw is not 
rusted. (Check by moving the adjuster cover 
up & down. After checking, make sure to 
return the cover back to its position). 

□Rusted adjuster screw may cause product 
breakage or falling accidents. Stop using the 

product and contact your nearest dealer or 
Takara Belmont.

□Is the adjuster screw 
not bent?

□Visually check that the adjuster screw is not 
bent. (Check by moving the adjuster cover up 
& down. After checking, make sure to return 
the cover back to its position).

□Bent adjuster screw may cause product 
breakage or falling accidents. Stop using the 

product and contact your nearest dealer or 
Takara Belmont.

□Is there an abnormal 
odor from the product?

□Check that there are no abnormal odor 
or smoke coming from the product. 

□Abnormal odor or smoke may cause incorrect 
operation or fire. Stop using the product and 
contact your nearest dealer or Takara Belmont. 

□Check that there are no sinking to the 
chair when stopped at a fixed point. 

□Stop using the chair and contact your nearest 
dealer or Takara Belmont. 

□Is there any oil leaking? □Check that there are no oil leaking 
from the base cover or around the 

□Oil may be leaking from hydraulic parts or 
cylinder. Stop using the product and contact 
your nearest dealer or Takara Belmont. 

□Is the product 
operating properly?

□Does the 
fall-prevention bar 

□Check that a warning alarm is not 
heard when turning ON the power. 

□Turn OFF the power. Turn ON the power again 
after 5 sec. If the warning alarm is still present, the 
position detector may be broken. Stop using the 
product and contact your nearest dealer or Takara 

□Press down the auto switch and check 
that the chair moves to the preset 
position correctly. (auto set function).

□Refer to p.14 “How to adjust the preset 
position”, and reset the position, and check 
again. If the chair still does not move correctly, 
contact your nearest dealer or Takara Belmont. 

□Press up the auto switch and check 
that the chair returns to the initial 
position correctly. (auto return 

□The chair may not be safe to keep using. 
Contact your nearest dealer or Takara Belmont. 

□Check that the seat up/down 
functions normally by manual switch. 

□The chair may not be safe to keep using. Contact your 
nearest dealer or Takara Belmont. 

□Check that there are no rattling or 
abnormal noise to the chair during 

□Stop using the chair and contact your nearest 
dealer or Takara Belmont. 

□Does the step rattle? 
(For SC-S81S Step 
type only)

□Slowly push the step in each direction 
and check whether it rattles. 

□Slowly push the fall-prevention bar in 
each direction and check whether it 
rattles. 

□Rattling may cause incorrect operation, damage, 
or falling accidents. Stop using the product and 
contact your nearest dealer or Takara Belmont. 

□Rattling may cause incorrect operation, damage, 
or falling accidents. Stop using the product and 
contact your nearest dealer or Takara Belmont. 

□Does the backrest, seat,
or armrest rattle?

□Slowly push the top of the backrest, the 
front end of the seat, and end of the legrest 
in each direction, and check whether any 

□Rattling may cause incorrect operation, damage, 
or falling accidents. Stop using the product and 
contact your nearest dealer or Takara Belmont.

Inspection Point Inspection Method If the inspection results show defects

To ensure that this product can be used for a long period, conduct the inspections below. 

Procedures for Dainly Inspections

1-1, 2-Chome, Higashi-shinsaibashi,Chuo-ku,Osaka,Japan

Printed in Japan     

TAKARA BELMONT CORPORATION

TEL :  (06) 6212-3523 FAX :  (06) 6211-5745
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